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Abstract. In the batch production, the use of a single machine for several stages of the processes 

will result in waiting time of production batch to be long. It will cause an increase in work in 

process (WIP) inventory cost. CNC-machining centre is a type of CNC machine that can carries 

out several stages of processes singly. In some cases, this machine is often single used to make 

a product through several stages of processes, from raw material to end product. One of the 

reasons to use a single machine is to avoid transfer from one stage (machine) to next machine. 

However, single use causes inventory to accumulate due to long waiting times. The objective of 

this research is to reduce the WIP inventory cost at the CNC-machining centre. Scheduling to 

minimize WIP inventory cost is done through two steps. First step, divide number of stages of 

processes to be assigned to m serial CNC-machining centers. Second step, determine transfer 

batch size is smaller than the production batch size to be transferred to the next stages. The results 

of this research indicate that there is a reduction in WIP inventory cost by 53.47 percent. 

Scheduling multi-stage batch production on m machines with small transfer batch size will 

reduce WIP inventory cost. 

1.  Introduction 

The Advantage of CNC-machining centre is can carry out several processes singly with quick 

changeover. It result in a tendency to use one machine singly to perform all processes to make a product.  

In the batch production, the single use will raises problem. The problem is long waiting time. It will 

cause an increase in WIP inventory. This study is proposed to use m machine for n stages of processes 

and then determine transfer batch size. The objective is to reduce the WIP Inventory Cost. 

Increased waiting time will cause an increase in flowtime. In batch production, flowtime will increase 

by increasing production batch size. For multi-stage batch production, the production batch flowtime 

will be longer if carried out on a single machine. The advantage of CNC machining centre for multi-

stages processing will cause problems if used for large production batches, i.e., the batch flowtime is 

longer by increasing the batch size. If m CNC machining centre is available, it should be considered for 

use in multi-stage batch production. If m machines are used serially for multi-stage batch production, 

smaller transfer batches are required. Smaller transfer batches will be possible to carry out one stage 

with the next stage simultaneously. This effort will reduce waiting time of production batch. 

Research about batch production are carried out on a single machine [1-4] or multi-machine both 

serial [5,6] and parallel machines [7,8]. The goals of these research are time-based [1-8] and cost based 
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[9-11]. Research related to batch production scheduling was conducted to obtain the better actual 

flowtime on one machine [1]. Research on single batch-processing machine (SBPM) to minimize total 

weighted tardiness [2], to minimize makespan [3]. Research on parallel batch-processing machines was 

also conducted to minimize the makespan [7]. Research has been conducted to minimize the required 

number of setup by independent job orders are grouped into multiple class’s base on similarity in style 

[8]. Mathematical modelling of the problem of batch scheduling are also created to minimize earliness 

and tardiness [4]. 

Some research are conducted to minimize waiting time and work in process inventory.  Study of 

scheduling jobs in a specially structured flow shop with set up times separated from processing time and 

each associated with probabilities in order to minimize total waiting time of jobs [5].  Discussion on the 

problem of scheduling Hybrid Flow Shop (HFS) is also carried out to minimize the total work in process 

inventory [6]. Another approach is also used to reduce work in process inventory, i.e. value stream 

mapping [9]. Research has also been conducted on the problem of parallel-batch scheduling that 

incorporates transportation of raw materials or semi-finished products before processing with waiting 

time constraints. The goal is to find a schedule to minimize the total flow time and production costs 

[10]. The research to obtain a minimum total cost consisting of the corresponding holding cost and 

delivery cost can be achieved by finding an integrated schedule of production and delivery batch so as 

to meet the due date at the minimum total cost [11].  

This research shows how to schedule multi-stage batch production at CNC-machining centre so that 

the WIP inventory cost is reduced.  

2.  Method 

In multi-stage batch production scheduling, some stages can be divided into m machines, for example 

three stages into three machines. Initially, one batch (J = 1) has a size of 50 units (Q =Qij= 50) and 

requires three stages of processing (I=3) carried out on one machine. If processing time stage 1 (t1) is 

48 minutes/unit, processing time stage 2 (t2) is 25 minutes/unit, processing time stage 3 (t3) 23 

minutes/unit, setup time stage 1 (S1) minutes 35/batch, setup time stage 2 (S2) 5 minutes/batch, setup 

time stage 3 (S3) 15 minutes/batch, then the results of scheduling are illustrated in Figure 1. Next, the 

improvement effort is carried out through two steps. First step, J = 5 is scheduled on three machines 

where one machine for one stage. Each move from one stage to the next requires transfer of a number 

of WIP units (batch transfer size, Qij). Second step, so that the waiting time in the next stage is shorter, 

then the transfer batch size is made smaller, for example, Qij=10 units. The results of scheduling for 

three machines are illustrated in Figure 2. 

 

Figure 1. Illustration of batch scheduling (J=1, Qij=50) on one machine.  
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Figure 2. Illustration of batch scheduling (J=5, Qij=10) on three machines. 

For the discussion of batch production scheduling, the following notation is used in this paper: 

�       ∶  production batch size 

�        ∶  number of batch, �є�; � = 1,2,3, … , �  

�        ∶  number of stage, !є� 

"      ∶  number of serial machine;  " = 1,2,3, … �  

$%       ∶  setup time &'()*+
,-+./0 of stage !  

1%       ∶  processing time &'()*+
*)(+ 0 of stage !  

�%2    ∶  transfer batch size of batch � stage !  

3%2     ∶  flowtime ('()*+
*)(+ ) of batch � stage !  

7%2    ∶  waiting time  &'()*+
*)(+ 0 of each unit in batch � stage !  

7%     ∶  waiting time ('()*+
,-+./) of  stage !  

78    ∶  total waiting time (minut)   

9:;<  :  work in process inventory cost 
A      ∶  holding cost 
 

3%2    =  �%2  ×  1% + $% + max[ 3%FG2; 3%2FG]            (1) 

 

7%2  =  3%2 −  1%              (2) 

 

7%   =   J �%2 × 7%2
K

2LG
             (3) 

                                                                                        

78   =   ∑ 7%;%LG               (4) 

 

9:;<    =  78  ×  A             (5) 

 

Transfer batch size affects number of transfers. Smaller transfer batch size causes increase in number of 

transfers, and vice versa. Transfer batch size also affects waiting time. Smaller transfer batch size causes 

decrease in waiting time, and vice versa. Thus, waiting time and number of transfer are determined by 

transfer batch size. For the aspect of cost, waiting time affects WIP Inventory Cost.  
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3.  Results and discussion 

In this section, scheduling results are presented in Table 1 for three stages (I = 3), one batch (J = 1) 

performed on one machine (m = 1). Next, the scheduling results are displayed from Tables 2 to Table 4 

for three stages (I = 3), five batches (J = 5) performed on three machines (m = 3). 

Table 1. Results of scheduling for I=3, J=1 on one machine. 

Number of stage, I=3 1 2 3 

Batch size (unit) 50 50 50 

Setup time/batch (minute) 35 5 15 

Processing time/unit (minute) 48 25 23 

Flowtime/unit (minute) 2,435 3,690 4,855 

Waiting time/unit (minute) 2,387 3,665 4,832 

Waiting time/stage (minute) 119,350 183,250 241,600 

Total waiting time (minute) 544,200 

 

Scheduling results I = 3 and J = 1 (Q = 50 units) on one machine are shown in Table 1. From Eq. (3) 

the waiting time obtained for each unit at each stage, W1, W2 and W3 is 119,350 minutes, 183,250 minutes 

and 241,600 minutes, respectively. The total waiting time, WT, is 544,200 minutes. 

Table 2. Results of scheduling for i=1, J=5 on Machine 1 

Number of batch, J=5 1 2 3 4 5 

Batch size (unit) 10 10 10 10 10 

Setup time/bath (minute) 35 0 0 0 0 

Processing time/unit (minute) 48 48 48 48 48 

Flowtime/unit (minute) 515 995 1,475 1,955 2,435 

Waiting time/unit (minute) 467 947 1,427 1,907 2,387 

Waiting time/batch (minute) 4,670 9,470 14,270 19,070 23,870 

Waiting time/stage (minute) 71,350 

 

Table 2 is the result of scheduling Stage 1 (i = 1) on Machine 1. For example, for Batch 1, from Eq. (1) 

and Eq. (2), flowtime (F11) and waiting time (W11) for each unit are obtained 515 minutes and 467 

minutes, respectively. By using Eq. (1) and Eq. (2) flowtime and waiting time for each unit in Batch 2, 

3, 4 and 5 are also shown in rows 5 and 6, columns 3, 4, 5 and 6. Waiting time for Batch 1, Q11xW11, is 

4,670 minutes. From Eq. (4), waiting time for Stage 1, W1, was 71,350 minutes. 

Table 3. Results of scheduling for i=2, J=5 on Machine 2 

Number of batch, J=5 1 2 3 4 5 

Batch size (unit) 10 10 10 10 10 

Setup time/bath (minute) 5 0 0 0 0 

Processing time/unit (minute) 25 25 25 25 25 

Flowtime/unit (minute) 770 1,245 1,725 2,205 2,685 

Waiting time/unit (minute) 745 1,220 1,700 2,180 2,660 

Waiting time/batch (minute) 7,450 12,200 17,000 21,800 26,600 

Waiting time/stage (minute) 85,050 

 

The results of waiting time calculations for Stage 2 are shown in Table 3. For example, for Batch 2, 

from Eq. (1) obtained F22 = 10x25 + 0 + max [995; 770] = 1,245 minutes. From Eq. (2) obtained W22 = 
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1,245 - 25 = 1,220 minutes. The waiting time of Batch 2, Q22xW22, is 12,200 minutes. From Eq. (3) 

obtained waiting time of Stage 2, W2 is 85,050 minutes. 

Table 4. Results of scheduling for i=3, J=5 on Machine 3 

Number of batch, J=5 1 2 3 4 5 

Batch size (unit) 10 10 10 10 10 

Setup time/bath (minute) 15 0 0 0 0 

Processing time/unit (minute) 23 23 23 23 23 

Flowtime/unit (minute) 1,015 1,475 1,955 2,435 2,915 

Waiting time/unit (minute) 992 1,452 1,932 2,412 2,892 

Waiting time/batch (minute) 9,920 14,520 19,320 24,120 28,920 

Waiting time/stage (minute) 96,800 

 

Table 4 shows the results of Stage 3 scheduling (i = 3). For example, for Batch 5, from Eq. (1) obtained 

F35 = 10x23 +0 + max [2,685; 2,435] = 2,915 minutes. From Eq. (2) obtained W35 = 2,915 - 23 = 2,892 

minutes. The waiting time of Batch 5, Q35xW35, is 28,920 minutes. From Eq. (3) obtained waiting time 

of Stage 3, W3 is 96,800 minutes. 

From Table 2 to Table 4, obtained the total waiting time, WT, is 253,200 minutes. 

Scheduling batch production with three stages on one machine to three stages on three machines will 

reduce waiting time, WT, from 544,200 minutes to 253,200 minutes, thus decreases by 53.47 percent. So 

scheduling I=3 on m=3 with small transfer batch size (Qij=10) will reduce WIP inventory cost, CWIP, by 

53.47 percent. 

4.  Conclusion 

The waiting time for a production batch that goes through several stages of the process is determined by 

use of the number of serial machines and transfer batch size. 

Divides number of stages into m serial machines allow a process stage does not wait for all units in 

the production batch to be completed in the previous stage. Therefore, the production batch can be 

divided into several transfer batches, so that the waiting time of the production batch at each stage of 

the process is decreased. The results of this research indicate a reduction in WIP inventory cost by 53.47 

percent. Scheduling multi-stage batch production on m machines with small transfer batch size will 

reduce WIP inventory cost. 
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